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Chapter 1 : Speech Therapy Books, Products, and Resources
Great Books for Toddlers with Speech Language Delays (with Therapy Activities!) This morning a mom who read my
"First Sessions" toy list asked me if I would send her a list "just like that" for my favorite books to use with toddlers during
those first few speech therapy sessions.

How to Read to Kids 1: Read Slowly Children learn more from books when they are read slowly. It will sound
very weird to you to read so slowly, but trust me: If you are really struggling with reading at a slower rate, try
using longer pauses between sentences. How to Read to Kids 2: Children also learn more from books when
they are read over and over again. The more times you read it, the more he will pick up. How to Read to Kids
3: Trace Your Finger Under the Words while you Read This is a great strategy because it begins to teach
children that the words on the page contain the meaning of the story. It also shows them that text is read from
left to right and from top to bottom. How to Read to Kids 4: It can also help keep your child engaged in the
story. How to Read to Kids 5: How to Read To Kids 6: Find Books that are of Great Interest to Your Child
Children are much more likely to enjoy reading if you can find books about their interests. Take your child to
a bookstore and let her choose the books that she wants to read. Or, if your child has a less common interest,
such as caterpillars, go online and see if you can find books about that topic. How to Read to Kids 7: Read a
Lot of Different Types of Books Make sure you have a wide variety of books including fiction books made up
stories , non-fiction books books that tell facts about a topic , books about different people, and books with a
lot of pictures. This will help your child understand all of these different styles of reading. How to Read to
Kids 8: Do Activities that are Similar to What Happened in the Book You could act out scenes from the book
or make something that the characters in the book made. You can also draw pictures of what happened or use
play dough to reconstruct a scene. Thank you so much!
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Chapter 2 : Great Books for Toddlers with Speech Language Delays (with Therapy Activities!) - calendrierd
Online shopping from a great selection at Books Store. Literacy-Based Speech and Language Therapy Activities:
Successfully Use Storybooks to Reduce Planning Time, Easily Work in Groups, and Target Multiple Communication and
Academic Goals.

I can head to the library, and I have time to peruse the stacks all I want. So have I found a great mystery to
read? Or perhaps a biography? I will go back and find that perfect summer read for me, just not yet! So now I
have some new gems to share with you. The story is about a little woodpecker who learns to peck. The story
repeats the word "peck" a bunch, as the little guy ventures out and pecks everything in sight! Perfect for
auditory bombardment. One thing I really love about this story is that it is the daddy that teaches the
youngster, and tells him how great he is. So many of my children at school do not have a daddy at home every
day, and I love having them read about a good fatherly role model! So off the little woodpecker goes, out into
the world to practice. He finds a gate to peck and makes a hole right through it. As the little woodpecker
makes holes in everything he sees, the word "peck" is repeated constantly. It is also printed on the page next to
everything the woodpecker is pecking. I like to work on print awareness with my preschoolers, so this is great.
I can have them point to the word "peck" on each page. We will take note of the "k" on the end of the word,
and practice making the sound it spells. Lots of velar practice. The text rhymes too. We can work on listening
for rhymes as we point out rhyming pairs. Then we will generate a few new rhymes to go with them. Wait and
gate, door and more, hat and mat. The little woodpecker works his way through an armchair, a teddy bear and
even a book named Jane Eyre. Yup, rhymes make me smile. For sure we can talk about the words "a few,
more and most. My children love characters that do something a bit wrong. The kids will love that. As the
woodpecker heads through the house, we can talk about each room, what he might find there, and work on a
bit of categorization. Finally, there is nothing left to peck. He tells his daddy about his day. Daddy tucks him
in, tells him he loves him and gives him a kiss. I hope you can find this wonderful storybook in your library
too! I know I will be checking out more stories by this author, Lucy Cousins. What are your favorite
storybooks for speech therapy with preschoolers and kindergarteners? I am always looking for more
suggestions, so comment if you have one to share! Hope you have lots of time to enjoy a good book if you are
on break, or soon to be. You can find more of my favorites for littles here:
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"Speech therapy is an art that deserves to be more widely known. You cannot imagine the acrobatics your tongue
mechanically performs in order to produce all the sounds of a language.".

Here they are in no particular order: This book seriously is amazing. Yeah not so muchâ€¦. Even if you do not
use the Cycles approach, I still feel this is an important book for any clinician working with little ones. In fact,
mine is starting to fall apart so I may need to upgrade soon!! Here is the book description from Amazon: This
valuable reference is a cornerstone resource for clinicians working with the gamut of communication
disorders. This new edition has a completely updated design, with the addition of a second color to highlight
key content. The book has been updated to include two new chapters on foundation of assessment and
multicultural issues in assessment to make this the most comprehensive resource manual on assessment in
speech-language pathology. It continues to offer users a wide range of procedures and materials for obtaining
and interpreting assessment data, and reporting assessment findings to clients, caregivers, and other
professionals â€” all of which are directly applicable to clinical work and are useful instructional tools for
students. To help the clinician and student access more specific disorder and assessment information, each
chapter concludes with a section called Sources of Additional Information containing references and websites.
This new edition comes with a free CD-ROM containing additional resources and the forms from the text in
several formats for users to download, print and photocopy, and modify for individual clinical use. I suggest
buying it when you have time to actually read it because there is a TON of info in there! This book teaches
how the jaw, lips, and tongue work for correct R production. Successful R Therapy teaches you how to train
even the most difficult R clients. This was required in one of my classes in college and I have found that I
actually use it time to time but I used it quit a bit my first few years out of school. It is like a dictionary of all
terms that relate to Communication Disorders. Hegde while in grad school and knew he would write a good
book. These are super handy quick reference guides for all things speech-language pathology. From stuttering
to strokes you will find a little something here and there of value. Techniques and Strategies for Clinicians by
Wayne A. I know, I knowâ€¦terrible. But the book was amazing and I was, well, broke.
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The words you use have power that's what I always want my students to know. All the words they practice saying and
using, whether it's verbal or another method of communication, matter.

Do you know that euphoric feeling when you finish a session and say, "Wow! I often get that warm fuzzy
when I use storybooks in our session. Maybe you are just getting started incorporating literature into your
sessions, or maybe you are already a fan, and would like to discover more great stories to use. Either way, I
would love to share with you some of my very favorite storybooks and how I use them in speech therapy. You
can find storybooks for nearly any speech and language target, but it can be a challenge searching and reading
through them at the library, to find books for specific targets. I plan to make it easy for you, by regularly
featuring storybooks that are terrific finds for therapy And classroom too! My caseload consists of age 3
through fourth graders, so you can expect I will cover books for that age group. I will be covering lots of
language ideas, and some articulation too! Why use storybooks in speech therapy? Yep, I like that. Especially
since my speech therapy budget is "Ahem! Point out titles, text, story elements: My young kiddos especially
LOVE to read and re-read their favorites, which is excellent for comprehension. Story re-tell, wh questions
Pre-teach vocabulary, modify your reading rate, add pauses for processing, simplify wording as you read,
ready-made visual supports in illustrations. Now on to our book review: Do you have kids working on verbs?
This imaginative story is jam-packed with verbs and your kids can join in the action using the book itself. Tap
this, rub there,shake it! What a perfect way to talk about past tense too! What did you do? What did he do?
The primary-colored dots totally captivate my kids. There are lots of ways to extend the book. You can shake
the book. What else can you shake? What happened when you tilted the page? Bring in different things to
shake: Are they the same? How are they different? Verbs- present and past-tense.
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The Speech Therapy Blog Enter your email and get weekly essays on topics and research that improves your life and
practice. Receive a FREE CEU COURSE and e-book on Communication Disorder Resources for Parents and
Professionals just for signing up.

Part 3 Other quick tips to make reading books with toddlers with developmental delays easier for YOU: A
long, long time ago I realized that I tend to get a little cranky when one of my little friends rips a pageâ€¦ To
avoid that unfortunate but very common occurrence, I use only cardboard books! Consider when you read
with a toddler. Pick a time when a child is more likely to participate. If a child needs to run around to release
some pent up energy, let her do that first, then read. If a child is hungry, feed him first, or better yet, let him
eat while you read. Choosing better timing is all it takes for some children to begin to like books. In sessions
with busy kids, I try to pull out a book when a child is seeking comfort or is settling down. This is why
reading at bedtime is so popular. Sit together to read. I hold toddlers in my lap all the time to read books. Body
on body contact is regulating and calming for young children, particularly when a toddler has a tough time
sitting still. Holding him or her will also help build that all important social and emotional connection with a
child. As therapists who work in early intervention, establishing this connection should be one of our first and
primary goals. If a child will let you connect with him like this, it is a great beginning. Sometimes I even place
a kid on a low coffee table or couch. Do your best to maintain control of the book. No child learns language
during a power struggle, so do everything you can to avoid them! Remember the way children learn language:
A child has to hear words before she learns to understand words. A child must understand words before she
learns to say words. You can make an argument for providing books as a valuable solo activity for all children.
She may flip pages hurriedly or hold her face close to the page. Back up and teach this child to play together
with you and include you in her activities. Do you see a theme here? This is particularly important for children
with global, cognitive, and receptive language delays who may have difficulty understanding any kind of
symbolism or have difficulty making associations and connections. When we use simple, realistic pictures,
books become more meaningful for these toddlers. The most obvious way to use this kind of beautiful book of
real photographs is to teach early picture identification. When you are working with any late talker, one of the
first things you have to do is to make sure is that a child understands words. If you suspect this could be a
remote possibility for your child, please read this post: Take a look at those fantastic resources for hands-on
and immediate help for you! Back to photograph booksâ€¦ The very BEST way I use simple picture books is
to teach a child to follow directions using a book like this one. Using this cute book about babies, you would
teach very simple actions such as: This is the one of the first developmental steps in learning how to talk.
Keep your language very simple. Avoid over-talking since you can overstimulate a child with too much
language and actually drive him away. Label the picture and keep your comments brief. For example with this
book with babies, this is what I would say: Give baby a kiss. Patting is another action to try. Say something
such as: Imitating actions is always a great beginning goal for late talking toddlers and using a book can be a
very successful way to help a child learn how to do this! If the child has difficulty finding the correct button,
use your hand and arm to cover most of the buttons except the correct choice and 1 or 2 other options. Let the
child push a couple of times, then return your attention to the pictures. I also tap the picture several times to
call attention to the picture. Some toddlers become fascinated with that tapping sound and will begin to imitate
pointing. Books Based on Songs When a child likes music, books based on songs are a natural extension of
this interest. Begin by singing the song as you normally would, and then the second time you start to sing the
same song, pull out the book based on the song. Over time, move from true singing to using a more sing-song
kind of speaking voice, and then to a more natural but still animated! After a while, introduce other kinds of
books still using your sing-song voice since you know a child responds well to this strategy. Here are a few
other titles to consider: It will take some extra time and a little investment to prepare this activity, but it can
result in dramatic improvements. The Very Hungry Caterpillar is a fantastic one to try because you can use it
to teach so many concepts! For my youngest friends, I copied and laminated the first caterpillar and the food
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pictures. Happy Colors â€” Bright Baby Books This darling set is similar to the books listed in 1, but the
complexity increases since there are several pictures per page. For this activity, you will need to do additional
work, but the results will justify your prep time! Let me share all the types of kids who will benefit from this
activity: A BUSY toddler who needs something more to do with a book than listen in order to keep his
attention, but who is ready for a slight increase in difficulty. Try to match objects and pictures as closely as
you can so that it makes sense to the child. I like to start with objects and pictures I think a child already
knows so we build in a pattern of success from the beginning. Take a look at that for a refresher! Get this book
or a similar one, dig through your toys to find matches, or if you have to, get to Dollar Store and find the
objects for your book. I implement this idea in therapy by reading a page and then playing with the toys. My
Little Blue Truck bag has become a staple for their therapy programs and at home with parents to teach them
how to play and associate the words in their books or movies! Last Christmas I videoed an extensive version
of this idea. My original set for the Little Blue Truck I have linked here consisted of a blue truck, a dump
truck, and several of the animals in the book. Over time, I built up inventory of potential props and I went all
out for this Christmas Little Blue Truck since I was making a video for a course I was teaching. Let me tell
you who it works for: Toddlers who are isolated and unaware of others but who respond to books. Children
with limited social skills who are ready for the next step. Your goal is to get a child to imitate and perform the
action in the book. I can do it! The group yelling usually entices little ones who are reluctant to participate to
try the action and they begin to anticipate the words. You can find detailed instructions for using those
techniques in my book Building Verbal Imitation in Toddlers. I used my copy a couple of years ago when I
saw a child who was the youngest of 9! Let me restate thisâ€¦ you should not worry about teaching a late talker
letters, numbers, colors and shapes. Working on those words makes no sense at all when a child is not talking!
We should never focus on teaching this kind of vocabulary until a child is communicating pretty well. I
encourage parents of the children I treat to hold off on teaching colors, shapes, numbers and letters until a
child is consistently using short phrases. BUTâ€¦ There are some children who seem to have taught themselves
letters, numbers, colors or shapes. I teach him to include me in his play by sharing his interest. For young
children like this, start with a book that includes his preference. You can use the side of the refrigerator. We
ALL own and use this book. Let me share a few of my best ways to use this book with toddlers. Other
excellent ways you can use Brown Bear: Teach the signs for the animals. Do one Google search for matching
pictures and use them on AAC devices! Copy and laminate your pictures to use with Velcro like we discussed
for book 3 or matching objects as I talked about for book 4! Spend some time in this vocal play stage since
you know this is where they can be successful!
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Books are a great way to target many different speech and language skills in therapy, particularly for mixed groups! You
can use them to target goals such as: describing story retell past tense verbs predicting inferencing
comparing/contrasting identifying problems/solutions articulation and phonology expanding utterances answering.

Recent work has taken research on attitudes towards stammering to new levels. This is the only reference
work to date devoted entirely to the subject. It features comprehensive review chapters by many different
specialists. West Virginia University, A comprehensive guide to cluttering , including a definition of what it
is, a discussion of the difference between cluttering and stammering, and detailed procedures for its treatment.
Provides a comprehensive overview of the etiology and development of stammering together with in this 4th
edition updates on how to assess and treat clients. Produced by therapists at City Lit, this book offers a
comprehensive overview of a range of contemporary stammering therapy approaches. Most chapters are
co-authored by therapists and people who stammer. Provides a comprehensive coverage of the multilingual
aspects of fluency disorders. The book reviews how formal language properties affect stammering in English,
and then compares these findings to work on stammering in a variety of languages. This book contains a
wealth of information on how stammering is defined, how it is explained, and how it is treated, in one
strategically organised and comprehensive volume. New edition of a classic work that offers a comprehensive
review of evidence-based knowledge about the etiology, nature and treatment of stammering. This book treats
cluttering as a serious communication disorder in its own right, and provides an in-depth examination of the
critical factors surrounding its assessment, treatment and research. This book is a comprehensive guide to the
evidence, theories and practical issues associated with recovery from stammering in early childhood and into
adolescence. This English-language Polish monograph analyses in great detail how people who stammer see
themselves, and how close these images are to how other people see them. University of Warmia and Mazury,
Book: Courtenay Frazier Norbury, et al. Summarises recent research in genetics, neuroimaging studies,
assessment techniques and treatment studies to provide an overview of all aspects of developmental language
disorders. Psychology Press, Book: Aims to show how it is possible to integrate and coordinate the two most
commonly used therapy approaches in stuttering, the stuttering modification theory and the fluency shaping
theory. Stuttering Foundation of America, , 80 pages. This book and accompanying DVD, written for speech
therapists, provides detailed scenarios for teaching fluency skills that indirectly or directly reduce stammering.
Edited collection of presentations from the ASHA annual leadership conference in fluency disorders. An
overview of theoretical and treatment aspects of stuttering and cluttering. Leading authorities investigate the
Tudor study which in the s looked at whether stuttering could be induced in a fluent child and, more broadly,
ethics in scientific research, diagnosis and treatment in the field of communication sciences. This is a general
survey of problems in stammering recovery which includes personal accounts of stammering problems. The
thesis, together with an article by Per Stuttering and the basal ganglia, is also linked from our Research links
page. Intended for both students and clinicians, this book is a new look at understanding and managing
stammering based on the theory that visible stammering is really a solution to a central and involuntary
problem. Dysfluency is one of 12 clinical guidelines in this new manual that provides statements on clinical
management and a review of recent research on the issues. An account of the contribution of theory to
understanding and managing stuttering. Includes a description of past and present theories of stuttering, an
evaluation of the explanatory power of such models, and an exploration of their implications for the
practitioner. WASSP is a means of recording how a person who stutters perceives their stuttering at the start
and the end of a block of speech and language therapy. The objective of the book is to establish a rational and
scientifically defensible foundation of for the study and management of the disorder, based in the fact that
stuttering is manifestly a disorder of speech. This book is a selection of essays stemming from a conference
held by the Stuttering Foundation of America on the crucial role that transfer and maintenance play in
successful stammering therapy. Stuttering Foundation of America, 2nd ed, This book reviews the research on
psychotherapy to dispute the usual view that its benefits are derived from the specifics of a given treatment the
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medical model. It suggests instead that the "general factors" explanation of its efficacy is the correct one.
Useful resource explaining techniques for treating people who stammer and the rationale for their use.
Includes communication skills, variation, identification, desensitization, voluntary stammering, rate control,
block modification and relaxation. Management techniques in diagnosis, evaluation and therapy for stuttering
and other communication problems. Singular Publishing Group What do we know about the nature of
stuttering and how does that knowledge inform our treatment practices. Provides a framework for assessing
and treating speech, language and communication problems in children and adults with Down syndrome.
Authoritative text on the basic science of motor control in speech production. Includes an introduction into the
various new brain imaging techniques with special reference to speech production and an account of current
studies in fluency disorders. Pro Ed Inc Details characteristics and development of stuttering, evaluation,
therapy for both adults and children and guidelines for practice in stuttering treatment. Allyn and Bacon
Details childhood stuttering, difference between stutterers and non-stutterers, etiological views of stuttering
and clinical management of children and adults. Describes behavioral stuttering management, management of
early stuttering, advanced stuttering, perspectives on stuttering and clinical issues associated with each.
Published by the British Stammering Association. Details symptoms of stammering, theories, personality and
physical constitution, environmental issues and treatments. Brings together the work of like-minded therapists
who have experience of working with children, adolescents or adults who stammer. Whurr Publishers UK
Gives an explanation of the primary and ultimate causes of a stammer examined through the experience of a
stammerer. The objective of the book is to produce a free, resonant, reliable voice. Akademiai Kiado,
Budapest Describes the non speech centered approach to stammering. Regards it as a manifestation of
interiorized influences and events and erroneously fixated speech behavior. Offers help in correcting speech
behavior blocks. Designed to guide speech therapists in choosing the most appropriate assessments for
evaluation, monitoring and intervention. Myers and Kenneth O. Far Communications Ltd This book
concentrates upon the clinical issues of the seriously neglected area of cluttering. Seeks to define stuttering
and its nature and development. A consideration of contemporary intervention approaches with dysfluent
children and adolescents and their families, and an invaluable source of clinically useful information.
Professional standards for speech and language therapists. The primary aim of this book is to "inform the
professional practice of speech and language clinicians and their colleagues in the caring professions".
Explains many of the techniques that clinicians employ in stuttering therapy. Includes evaluation, self
analysis, relaxation, desensitisation, delayed auditory feedback, masking, rhythm and other techniques Book:
Taylor and Francis Deals with the fundamental principles of social skills training, non-verbal communication
behaviors, cognition and communication, social skills training for specific client groups and assessment.
Includes guidance on use of exercise. Cole and Whurr Book: Over pages dealing with causation and dynamics
and clinical management. Explains motivation, identification, desensitization, modification and stabilisation
for the treatment of the adult stutterer. Includes also therapy for children who stutter. A selection of articles on
therapies based on the approach that apprehensions and fears are the consequence and not the cause of the
stammer, and directed towards facilitating fluency rather than counselling and psycho-therapeutic objectives.
This book aims at helping the reader understand how to understand and conduct speech therapy for people
who stutter. Programme design technique and evaluation procedures are discussed in detail resulting in a
programmed operant approach to speech therapy. They present the theoretical underpinnings of their therapy,
its phases, and practical considerations for its use. Gives reviews of controversial issues about the evaluation
and treatment of stuttering and provides discussion of these issues by recognized authorities representing
divergent views. From the Stuttering Foundation of America as No7. By C Woodruff Starkweather. Beech and
Fay Fransella. Based upon a set of lectures focusing attention upon the basic principles of learning which have
been related to the onset and development of stuttering. Also the application of these learning theory concepts
to the treatment of stuttering. Prentice Hall USA This was the first cmprehensive account of cluttering as a
condition separate from, but related to stammering. It contains a detailed account of its diagnosis, therapy and
prognosis. Account of an enquiry into children and adults who stutter, conducted from to Discusses diagnosis,
knowledge of stuttering and surveys stuttering in different groups of schoolchildren. Pitman Medical
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Publishing Company General philosophical essays on medical ethics. A book, in Polish, on speech and
language therapy. This book is a university thesis aimed at gaining an in depth insight into the relation
between temperament and developmental stammering. The author discusses current, data-based approaches to
the assessment and treatment of preschool-aged children who stammer. Special attention is paid to emotional
and speech-language contributions to early stammering. Stuttering Foundation of America, Book:
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Book: COMMUNICATING QUALITY - PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS FOR SPEECH AND LANGUAGE THERAPISTS,
College of Speech and Language Therapy Professional standards for speech and language therapists. Professional
standards for speech and language therapists.

September has snuck up on me, how about you? Labor Day, Talk Like a Pirate Day, beginning of the fall
season, and everyone being sick because of back to school germs. This is a favorite for my preschool and
kindergarten students! It ties in nicely for many different themes you could use in your therapy room, such as
community helpers or transportation. Gilly goes all over Trashy Town to clean up his city. The rhyming and
repetitive nature are always wonderful for early language and literacy skills, plus your students will love doing
the chant about putting the trash in Mr. I have activities that are ready for you to target a variety of skills.
Check out my book companion for the story HERE. If you know me at all, you know that I love me some
Bear. I always catch a cold going back to work, usually in the first month! This story follows the traditional
Bear book concept, with rhyming text and is easy to read. You can easily work on personal connections
because most kids can relate to being sick. As usual, this story has really good Tier 2 vocabulary, so it will
provide great vocabulary lessons too! Talk Like a Pirate Day is September 19 and my students always love
learning with that theme. I also love that this book appeals to a wide range of ages, I plan to use it with K
through 5. A lot of people get nervous about using picture books with older students, but they really do love
them too! With this story, I love using the pictures to work on descriptive vocabulary and social skills, like
perspective taking. If you need help with activity ideas for this one, check out my book companion HERE. See
my book companion for this story HERE. What are you reading in your classroom?
Chapter 8 : Fall Books for Speech Therapy | The Speech Bubble SLP
Best Wordless Picture Books for Speech and Language Therapy In case you don't know, wordless picture books are
one of the most versatile, useful materials you can have for speech therapy! I've worked in 3 different settings since
graduation.

Chapter 9 : Popular Speech Therapy Books
My latest project in the list-world is related to books to use in speech-language therapy. This project has taken me about
a month to complete researching what children's books are out there related to social skills, speech-language disorders,
grammatical skills, articulation, receptive language skills, and more.
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